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Abstract: National borders are becoming less and less important with integration of different regions to united 
European space. Spatial data are essential for management and development of regions by improving or 
establishing cross-border and transnational networks of spatial information. Spatial data are mostly organized 
and maintained within individual country in their national coordinate system. To improve management on 
crossborder and transnational level we need homogenized data. 
Our study presents homogenisation of spatial data at cross-border national park regions including Prealpi 
Giulie Nature Park and Triglav National Park. Homogenisation of spatial data was performed using GIS tools. 
One of the objectives of the study is to provide national park authorities and other regional actors with the 
manual and tools concerning homogenisation of spatial data. Thus general solution about homogenization in 
cross-border region is presented. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
  
Cross-border and transnational communication based on the exchange and analysis of geo-spatial informations 
will support the establishment of structures for cooperation among cross border regions. Study is focused on 
cross border protection regions where landscape management as well as tourism development are of great 
significance. Harmonized spatial data are essential for successful cross border cooperation and management of 
protected regions. Our Study presents cross border coordinate homogenization at the Prealpi Giulie Nature Park 
and Triglav National Park region with special regard on estimation of transformation parameters for the region 
of Triglav National Park.  
The aim of Homogenization of Coordinate Reference System (CRS) is to provide transformation parameters 
between National and common CRS (ETRS89 and EVRS2000). Transformation parameters between Slovenian 
National Horizontal CRS valid for the whole state exist, but the accuracy is about 1 m for horizontal position, 
which is insufficient for the purpose of this project. Expected maximum difference on the common border for 
datasets is a few decimetres. As we need better transformation parameters for the region of Triglav National 
Park, we calculate them from a set of points with given position in both coordinate systems (D48 and ETRS89).  
In order to provide a homogenous realization of ETRS89 system in both countries (Slovenia and Italy) we have 
established a GPS network along the cross-border area of the two parks. Presented study is part of INETERREG 
IIIB, SISTEMaPARC program. 
 
CROSS-BORDER PROTECTED REGIONS 
 
Triglav National Park 
  
The first proposal for conservation dates from the year 1908, and was realised in 1924. In 1961, after many years 
of effort, the protection was renewed this time on a permanent bases and somewhat enlarged, embracing some 
2000 hectares. The protected area was officially designated as "The Triglav National Park". Finally, in 1981, a 
rearrangement was achieved and the park was given a new concept and enlarged to 838 square kilometers the 
area which it continues to cover to this day.  
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The park is named after Mt. Triglav (2864m), symbol of the Slovenia, which is situated almost in the middle of 
the protected territory. From it the valleys spread out radial, supplying water to two large river Systems which 
have their sources in the Julian Alps: the Soca river and the Sava river flowing to the Adriatic and Black Sea 
respectively. 
 
Prealpi Giulie Nature Park 
 
The Prealpi Giulie Nature Park was eastablished 30.09.1996, an overall surface is approximately 10,000 
hectares. The visitor centre is in Resia. The Park covers area of six Communes and spans two different 
geographical areas: the Julian Alps and Subalps.  
Long mountain ranges (Mount Kanin, M. Musi), arranged side by side in a south-westerly direction, that follow 
one to another like decreasing wings towards the Plane of Friuli. 
This vast area belongs almost entirely to the watershed basin of the river Tagliamento, except for a small part, 
around Uceja that belongs, instead, to the Soca basin. 

 

 

Figure 1: Location of Triglav National Park (TNP) in Slovenia and Prealpi Giulie Nature Park in Italy. Distance 
between parks is less than 1 km. 

 
HOMOGENISATION OF COORDINATE REFERENCE SYSTEMS 
 
The first step in process of homogenization of national coordinate systems is to choose an appropriate common 
coordinate systems. Following European recommendation we have chosen two coordinate system, one for 
representing horizontal positions and one for representing the height component of spatial data. We decided to 
use ETRS89 as common horizontal coordinate system and EVRS2000 as common vertical coordinate system.  
 
Horizontal coordinate reference system 
 
For the purpose of this project is expected quite good quality of transformation with an expected maximum 
difference of a few decimeters on the common border for datasets. Transformation parameters between 
Slovenian National Horizontal CRS valid for the whole state exist, but the accuracy is about 1 m for horizontal 
position, which is insufficient for the purpose of this project. As we need better transformation parameter for the 
region of Triglav National Park, we calculate them from a set of points with given position in both coordinate 
systems (Slovenian national coordinate system D48 and ETRS89).  
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Realization of ETRS 89 system 
 
Geocentric coordinates in the ETRS89 system for the points of astrogeodetic network were determined during 
EUREF GPS campaigns in 1994, 1995 and 1996. This points represent the current realization of ETRS89 system 
in Slovenia. Since then all the densification networks were tied to ETRS89 system with points from EUREF 
solution. Nowadays we have about 1900 points with coordinates in ETRS89 system. These points, so called GPS 
points, are determined and the coordinates are provided by National Mapping Agency of Slovenia.  
The realization of ETRS89 in Italy is represented by the IGM95 network. 
 
Cross-border GPS network 
 
GPS network consists of 4 points located in Italy and 5 points located in Slovenia with coordinates in National 
coordinates system. In September 2005 we had a GPS campaign and perform GPS observation on network 
points. Each side used different GPS receivers, Italian colleagues used Topcon receivers that were able to receive 
also Glonass satellites. In the processing of GPS data we included an additional point (permanent station Bovec), 
which is also the control point of network. GPS data were processed by a commercial software Pinnacle (by 
Italian partner) and GPSurvey. The results are coordinates of all network points in ETRS89 system. 3 points on 
the Slovenian side of the border have also coordinates in Slovenian National Coordinate system and were used 
for calculation of transformation parameters for the region of Triglav National Park.  
 

 
Figure 2: GPS network along the cross-border area of the two parks. 

 
In the Table 1 are given the coordinates of points processed by GPSurvey software and obtained by processing 
of GPS network. Coordinates in ETRS 89 coordinate system are obtained with one fixed point Bovec. Bovec is a 
permanent GPS station with a set of good quality coordinates in ETRS89. 
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ID POINT NAME LATITUDE LONGITUDE 
1 Bord 46.30973076 13.39835507 
2 Bovec 46.33262158 13.54209103 
3 Coritis 46.34779612 13.39388056 
4 Kriz 46.34198995 13.57067507 
5 M.Coot 46.32946234 13.42738904 
6 Moznica 46.38085633 13.58198369 
7 S.Nevea 46.39104650 13.47503803 
8 Soca 46.33235270 13.64052028 
9 Zaga1 46.30195791 13.48390492 

 
Table 1: Coordinates processed by Slovenian side in ETRS 89 coordinate system. 

 
Results processed by Italian side were obtained in WGS 84 reference system and then transformed to ETRS 89 
reference system: 
 

ID POINT  NAME LATITUDE LONGITUDE 
1 Bord 46.30973077 13.39835509 
2 Bovec 46.33262158 13.54209103 
3 Coritis 46.34779614 13.39388053 
4 Kriz 46.34198998 13.57067486 
5 M.Coot 46.32946233 13.42738901 
6 Moznica 46.38085633 13.58198347 
7 S.Nevea 46.39104646 13.47503809 
8 Soca 46.33235272 13.64052014 
9 Zaga1 46.30195814 13.48390477 

 
Table 2: Results processed by software Pinnacle in ETRS 89 reference system. 
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Figure 3: Absolute coordinate differences Coordinates processed by Slovenian and Italian side in ETRS 89 

coordinate system. 
 

Results show us some bigger discrepancies concerning point’s position were at Zaga, Soca, S. Nevea and Kriz. 
Positional differences are within interval of few centimeters and thus are not significant for the purpose of our 
project.      
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Transformation parameters for the region of Triglav National Park 
 
Transformation method 
 
For the transformation from local datum (D48) to global datum (ETRS89) we used 7-Parameter-Helmert-
Trasformation method. 
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Δx, Δy, Δz …. translation along x, y and z axis 
α, β, γ …. rotation around x, y and z axis 
m… scale 
 
Selection of transformation and control points 
 
For calculation of parameters between CRS we need at least 3 common points in both CRS. We include 1 point 
from Cross-border network and 3 points provided by National Mapping Agency of Slovenia for which besides 
the coordinates in national coordinate system, the position in ETRS89 system are also available. 
 
List of points used for calculation of transformation parameters with geographic coordinates in ETRS89 system 
(ellipsoid GRS-80): 
 
Point Name      Latitude         Longitude      Ellipsoid height         
 
178        46 08 13.44327    13 48 48.58394    767.945        
133        46 31 00.04750    13 45 03.95613    1120.998        
409        46 22 58.74583    14 08 41.86118    577.770        
kriz       46 20 31.16390    13 34 14.42951    511.902        
 
List of points used for calculation of transformation parameters with planar coordinates in national CRS 
(ellipsoid Bessel): 
 
Point Name   Northing     Easting      Orthometric Height         
 
178        111007.2300   408697.5700    721.240       
133        153272.1000   404541.3400     1072.558       
409        138010.3800   434601.4600      530.116       
kriz       134090.8200   390346.8900      464.170       
 
Horizontal position of points in national coordinate system is expressed with a pair of planar coordinates 
(Northing, Easting) in projection plane. Projection type is Gauss – Kruger projection based on Bessel ellipsoid 
with following projection parameters: 
Central meridian: 15° 
Central Parallel: 0° 
False Easting: 500 000 m 
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False Northing: -5 000 000 m 
Scale: 0.9999 
 
Seven parameter Helmert transformation is performed on a set of Cartesian coordinates in both coordinates. So 
the first step is transforming given geodetic coordinates in ETRS89 system to Cartesian coordinates on ellipsoid 
GRS-80 and given planar coordinates to Cartesian coordinates on ellipsoid Bessel (Hofmann et al. 1994). 
 
Transformation of planar coordinates to geodetic coordinates 
 
Transformation from planar coordinates to geodetic coordinates based on Bessel ellipsoid is performed with 
standard equations of Gauss Kruger projection. 
 
For the purpose of calculation of transformation parameters we assume that Orthometric height in equal ellipsoid 
height on local ellipsoid Bessel. List of points with geodetic coordinates in national coordinate system: 
 
Point Name      Latitude         Longitude    Ellipsoid height         
 
178         46 08 14.64649    13 49 05.35146    721.240   
133         46 31 01.37515    13 45 20.78566 1072.558  
409         46 22 59.99032    14 08 58.80691    530.116   
kriz        46 20 32.45239    13 34 31.14801     464.170   
 

 
 Figure 4: Position of transformation (i.e. “skupne tocke”) and control points (i.e. “transf. tocke). 
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Transformation between geodetic and Cartesian coordinates  
 
Transformation between geodetic coordinates and Cartesian coordinates was performed twice, for geodetic 
coordinates in ETRS89 system (ellipsoid GRS-80) and for geodetic coordinates in National coordinate system 
(ellipsoid Bessel). 
 
 
List of Cartesian coordinates  of transformation points in both coordinate systems. 
 
List of points in ETR89 system: 
 
 
 
Point Name      X                    Y                       Z 
 
133          4271552.7491 1045329.1417      4605769.8862 
178          4299817.2989     1057210.3760      4576371.5253 
409          4274349.1834 1077208.8236      4595135.3630 
KRIZ       4288093.3251     1035076.055       4591942.7117 
 
List of points in national coordinate system: 
 
Point Name       X                  Y                      Z 
 
133          4270888.2135 1045535.8633      4605297.1993 
178          4299152.7761     1057417.6059      4575901.0942 
409          4273683.5776     1077414.4923      4594662.7616 
kriz         4287429.5214     1035283.5914      4591471.3859 
 
 
Transformation parameters for the region of Triglav National Park 
 
We then calculated transformation parameters from this 4 pair of points with given Cartesian Coordinates in both 
systems. Transformation parameters between National Coordinate system and ETRS89 system, valid for the 
region of Triglav National Park are:  
 
Translation along x axis (meters)       246.430940        
Translation along y axis (meters)        21.429956        
Translation along z axis (meters)       531.805292        
Rotation around x axis (seconds)        -02.613037        
Rotation around y axis (seconds)        -10.488152        
Rotation around z axis (seconds)          09.784625        
scale (ppm)           31.443817        
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Figure 7: Graphic representation of residuals between true position in ETRS89 coordinate system and 

transformed position of transformation points. 
 
Quality check on transformation parameters 
 
We perform a quality check on transformation parameter with a set of control points. Control points are located 
in the area of Triglav National Park and coordinates in both coordinate systems are available (ETRS89 and 
National). Quality of transformation parameters was checked by the residuals between transformed ETRS89 
coordinates and true ETRS89 position. List of control points and residuals of horizontal position, i.e. true 
ETRS89 position and transformed ETRS89 position. 
 
Point Name  Residual of horizontal position (m) 
 
148  0.16  
192  0.22 
199  0.22 
204  0.22 
260  0.20 
162  0.28 
361  0.04 
318  0.19 
292  0.01 
140  0.09 
108  0.07 
MOZN  0.43 
SOCA  0.28 
 
 
The residuals on control points are in the range of few decimeters, except on point MOZN. As the residual is 
much bigger just on point (43 centimeters) we assume that point MOZN has bad quality coordinates in National 
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Coordinate system. Based on results of quality check we believe that the expected difference between 
transformed and true coordinates of our datasets is in range of a few decimeters.  
 
 
Quality check on transformation parameters valid for the whole area of Slovenia 
 
Point Name  Residual of horizontal position (m) 
 
148  0.55  
192  0.61 
199  0.58 
204  0.58 
260  0.52 
162  0.54 
361  0.38 
318  0.53 
292  0.58 
140  0.75 
108  0.78 
mozn  0.96 
soca  0.84 
 
Based on results of quality check we believe that the expected difference between transformed coordinates with 
state transformation parameters and true coordinates of our datasets is in sub-meter range. 
 
Based on results of quality check on transformation parameters valid for the whole area of Slovenia or valid for 
the area of Triglav National Park, we can affirm that local transformation parameters give much better results. 
By using local parameters we can expect a difference between true and transformed coordinates of few 
decimetres. 
 
Vertical coordinate reference system 
 
We performed transformation between national vertical reference coordinate system (datum Trieste) and 
common EVRF2000 system by 3 parameter height transformation. The operation method formula used for the 
transformation between vertical systems is: 
 

( ) ( ) ( )ϕλλϕϕ cos00300212000 ⋅−⋅⋅+−⋅⋅++= NaMaaHH SIEVRF  

 
Parameters used for the transformation were obtained from the Web site of Eurogeographics 
(http://crs.bkg.bund.de/crs-eu/). Transformation parameters were derived from 9 identical UELN points. 
 
We transform vertical position of 18 trigonometric points from national vertical CRS to common EVRF 2000. 
The results of transformation are given in Table 3.  
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Point Name Height in National CRS Height in EVRF2000 Height difference 

    
MOŽNICA 573.830 573.408 -0.422 

SOČA 437.570 437.149 -0.421 
KRIZ 464.170 463.749 -0.421 
133 1072.558 1072.134 -0.424 
178 721.240 720.823 -0.417 
409 530.116 529.696 -0.420 
148 1527.38 1526.960 -0.420 
192 1761.47 1761.050 -0.420 
199 532.328 531.909 -0.419 
204 528.955 528.535 -0.420 
260 528.989 528.570 -0.419 
4 488.744 488.323 -0.421 

162 1474.82 1474.402 -0.418 

361 1106.84 1106.420 -0.420 
318 1593.1 1592.678 -0.422 
292 683.002 682.579 -0.423 
140 834.882 834.459 -0.423 
108 849.82 849.396 -0.424 

 
Table 3: Transformation of heights from National Vertical CRS to EVRF2000 system. 

 
Processing of trigonometric points in Triglav National Park 
 
We performed transformation in ArcGIS 9 with the same set of control points located in the area of Triglav 
National Park. We performed transformation from National CRS D48 to ETRS 89 CRS using calculated 
transformation parameters for TNP. Results represent differences between both reference systems (figure 8).   
 
As mentioned in manual, ArcGIS 9 uses the same transformation parameters for 7-Parameter-Helmert-
Trasformation as obtained by the internet web site of EuroGeographics (BDK 2006). 
 

    dX        dY       dZ         rX      rY      rZ       ds 
   426.9    142.6    460.1    4.91   4.49  -12.42   17.1 

 
Key to parameters 
dx Translation along X axis 
dy Translation along Y axis 
dz Translation along Z axis 
rx Rotation around X axis 
ry Rotation around Y axis 
rz Rotation around Z axis 
ds Scale difference (in arc-seconds) 
 
Parameters are related to entire country and with an accuracy of 1 meter. For more precise horizontal 
transformation local geoid have to be defined.   
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Figure 8: Points in National reference system D48 and transformed points in ETRS 89 reference system using 
calculated transformation parameters for TNP. 

 
We also calculated distances between true points in ETRS89 coordinate system provided by National Mapping 
Agency of Slovenia and transformed ETRS 89 points using calculated transformation parameters for TNP. 
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Figure 9: Distances between true points in ETRS89 coordinate system and transformed ETRS 89 points using 
ArcGIS. 
 
Results confirm stated accuracy of few decimeters for calculated transformation parameters for Triglav National 
Park. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
 
For good quality transformation we need better transformation parameters from those obtained by the Internet 
web site of EuroGeographics with accuracy about 1m.  Transformation parameters for area of Triglav National 
Park were calculated from a set of points with given position in both coordinate systems (D48 and ETRS89).  
We perform a quality check on transformation parameter with a set of control points within area of Triglav 
National Park and coordinates in both coordinate systems are available (ETRS89 and National). Quality of 
transformation parameters was checked by the residuals between transformed ETRS89 coordinates and true 
ETRS89 position. 
The residuals on control points are in the range of few decimeters. We performed transformation from National 
Coordinate system D48 to ETRS 89 CS with calculated parameters for area of Triglav National Park using 
transformation tool in ArcGIS 9 software. In ArcGIS 9 we calculated distances between transformed ETRS89 
coordinates and true ETRS89 position. Results were the same as residuals by quality check control.  
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